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ABSTRACT
Infrared modifications of General Relativity (GR) can be revealed by comparing the mass of
galaxy clusters estimated from weak lensing to that from infall kinematics. We measure the
2D galaxy velocity distribution in the cluster infall region by applying the galaxy infall kine-
matics (GIK) model developed by Zu & Weinberg (2013) to two suites of f(R) and Galileon
modified gravity simulations. Despite having distinct screening mechanisms, namely, the
Chameleon and the Vainshtein effects, the f(R) and Galileon clusters exhibit very similar
deviations in their GIK profiles from GR, with ∼ 100–200 km/s enhancement in the charac-
teristic infall velocity at r = 5 h−1Mpc and 50–100 km/s broadening in the radial and tangen-
tial velocity dispersions across the entire infall region, for clusters with mass ∼ 1014 h−1M⊙
at z = 0.25. These deviations are detectable via the GIK reconstruction of the redshift–space
cluster–galaxy cross–correlation function, ξs
cg
(rp, rpi), which shows ∼ 1–2 h−1Mpc increase
in the characteristic line-of-sight distance rpi,c at rp < 6 h−1Mpc from GR predictions. With
overlapping deep imaging and large redshift surveys in the future, we expect that the GIK
modelling of ξs
cg
, in combination with the stacked weak lensing measurements, will provide
powerful diagnostics of modified gravity theories and the origin of cosmic acceleration.
Key words: galaxy: clusters: general — galaxies: kinematics and dynamics — cosmology:
large-scale structure of Universe
1 INTRODUCTION
The late–time acceleration of the Universe can be explained by
modifying General Relativity (GR) on cosmological scales, avoid-
ing the need of invoking a cosmological constant Λ or an ex-
otic repulsive fluid (a.k.a., dark energy). Many popular modified
gravity (MG) theories rely on an extra scalar field ψ to mediate
a fifth force,1 making the distributions and motions of galaxies
different from those predicted by GR (see Jain & Khoury 2010,
and references therein). In particular, the coherent infall of galax-
ies onto massive clusters will exhibit systematic deviations due to
the enhanced gravitational forces. Zu & Weinberg (2013, hereafter
ZW13) demonstrated that in ΛCDM+GR simulations the veloc-
ity distribution of galaxies in the virial and infall regions of clus-
ters (hereafter abbreviated GIK for galaxy infall kinematics) is well
described by a 2–component velocity distribution model, which can
be reconstructed from measurements of the redshift–space cluster–
galaxy cross–correlation function, ξscg . In this paper, we apply GIK
⋆ E-mail: yingzu@astronomy.ohio-state.edu
1 Theories such as the braneworld and massive/resonant gravity mod-
els can be reduced to scalar–tensor theories in the “decoupling
limit” (Luty et al. 2003; de Rham et al. 2011a; Hinterbichler 2012).
modelling to two suites of different MG simulations and investi-
gate the possible signals of MG imprinted on the redshift–space
distribution of galaxies around clusters, using dark matter particles
and halos as proxies for galaxies. (For more general discussions of
clusters as tests of cosmic acceleration theories we refer readers to
Weinberg et al. (2013), and for a succinct discussion of distinguish-
ing MG from dark energy to Hu 2009.)
While deviations from GR may be welcomed on cosmological
scales, a “screening” mechanism must be invoked in MG theories
to recover GR in high density regions like the solar system, where
GR has passed numerous stringent tests (e.g., Bertotti et al. 2003;
Baeßler et al. 1999). Current viable screening mechanisms gener-
ally fall into two classes:
• The Chameleon–like mechanism, in which the self–
interactions of the scalar field are regulated by a potential
V (ψ) (Buchdahl 1970; Khoury & Weltman 2004). Objects are
screened when their gravitational potential |φgrav | is larger than
ψ¯/α, where ψ¯ is the cosmic mean of ψ and α ∼ O(1) is the cou-
pling between matter and ψ. In other words, the effective scalar
chargeQ that responds to ψ is reduced by the ambient gravitational
potential. This type of screening operates in f(R) (Carroll et al.
2004; Capozziello et al. 2003; Nojiri & Odintsov 2003), sym-
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metron (Hinterbichler & Khoury 2010; Olive & Pospelov 2008;
Pietroni 2005)), and dilaton (Brax et al. 2011) theories. In this pa-
per we will focus on the Chameleon mechanism within f(R),
where the Ricci scalar,R, in the Einstein–Hilbert action is replaced
by R + f(R) where f(R) is an arbitrary function of R.2
• The Vainshtein mechanism, in which the self–interactions of
the scalar field are determined by the derivatives of ψ, which
suppress the scalar field and fifth force in high density re-
gions (Vainshtein 1972; Babichev & Deffayet 2013). Scalar fields
that exhibit Vainshtein screening are generally called ‘Galileons’
because of an internal Galilean symmetry (Nicolis et al. 2009). For
an isolated spherical source, the force transition happens at a char-
acteristic radius r∗ = (rsr2c )1/3 (called the Vainshtein radius),
where rs is the Schwarzschild radius of the source and rc in mod-
els of interest is on the order of the Hubble radius cH−10 . Within
r∗ the scalar field is suppressed (ψ ∝ √r), forming a “sphere”
of screened region around the source. This mechanism is at play
in the Dvali–Gabadadze–Porrati (DGP, Dvali et al. 2000) and mas-
sive gravity (de Rham et al. 2011b) theories. For our purpose, we
simplify this class of model as a theory with a ΛCDM background
cosmology and an extra Galileon–type scalar field that manifests
Vainshtein screening (Wyman et al. 2013).
In both the f(R) and Galileon models, the maximum force en-
hancement is 4/3 times the normal gravity, but the “fifth force” that
produces this enhancement has different ranges in the two models.
Since the Chameleon scalar field becomes Yukawa–screened, the
fifth force does not have infinite range, i.e., it cannot reach to cos-
mological scales. Galileons, however, are never massive, so their
force has an infinite range, thus having a much larger impact on lin-
ear perturbation theory than Chameleons do. In the local Universe,
however, the Chameleon screening predicts a richer set of obser-
vational signatures that are detectable with astrophysical tests, be-
cause it is possible to have order unity violation of the macroscopic
weak equivalence principle (WEP), i.e., extended objects do not fall
at the same rate as in GR (Hui et al. 2009). In environments of low
background |φgrav|, objects with deep gravitational potential can
self–screen, while those with shallow potential remain unscreened.
For example, Jain & VanderPlas (2011) estimated that there could
be up to ∼ 1 kpc separation of the stellar disk (composed of self–
screened objects) from the dark matter and gas (both unscreened)
inside unscreened dwarf galaxies, using orbital simulations under
f(R). In contrast, there is no analogous order one violation in the
Vainshtein case, but the Vainshtein “spheres”3 of individual objects
interfere with each other. For example, in a two–body system where
the separation is ∼ r∗, the interference reduces the infall acceler-
ation, and this reduction becomes most significant for two objects
with equal masses (Belikov & Hu 2013).
The infall zone around clusters lies at the transition between
the linear scale, where gravity is universally enhanced, and the
local Universe where GR is frequently recovered, providing a
unique avenue for distinguishing MG from GR. However, in both
screening mechanisms the scalar ψ is coupled to density fluctu-
ations via a nonlinear field equation, which can only be solved
jointly with the matter field using numerical simulations. Lam et al.
2 In practise, the functional form of f(R) is tightly constrained by obser-
vations (Amendola et al. 2007; Amendola & Tsujikawa 2008).
3 Strictly speaking, the Vainshtein mechanism works best for spherically
symmetric sources, and not at all for planar sources; in reality, the screened
region always has a complicated geometry that emerges from the geometry
of the source.
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Figure 1. Top panel: Halo mass functions in GR (solid), F5 (dotted), and
F4 (dashed) simulations. Bottom panel: Fractional differences in halo mass
function between the f(R) simulations and the GR simulation. The shaded
region in each panel indicates the mass scale where the halo catalogs are
incomplete.
(2013) proposed a halo model-based approach to model the line-
of-sight (LOS) velocity dispersions of galaxies in the infall region
under both modified and normal gravities. In this study we hope
to provide a complete picture of the coherent motions and distribu-
tions of galaxies around clusters in the two MG theories and their
systematic deviations from GR, fully taking into account the non-
linearities that are intrinsic to the Chameleon and Vainshtein mech-
anisms.
The GIK model of ZW13 describes the average galaxy infall
in cluster–centric coordinates in terms of a 2D velocity distribution
at each radius, comprising a virialized component with an isotropic
Gaussian velocity distribution and an infall component described
by a skewed 2D t-distribution with a characteristic infall veloc-
ity vr,c and separate radial and tangential dispersions. The virial-
ized component is confined within a “shock radius” that is close
to the virial radius of the cluster, so in the infall region (several
to 20 h−1Mpc)4 the GIK model reduces to a single infall compo-
nent. ZW13 demonstrated that GIK profiles can be robustly recov-
ered from the measurement of ξscg within the Millennium simula-
tion (Springel 2005), and they applied the method to rich galaxy
groups in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000).
In particular, the inferred vr,c profile provides a promising way of
estimating the average dynamical mass of clusters and is likely in-
sensitive to baryonic physics and galaxy bias (Zu et al. in prep).
Although the ZW13 method is calibrated against GR simulations,
we will show that the GIK model is also an excellent description of
the infall behavior in MG simulations. Studies have shown that the
peculiar velocities are more distinctively affected by modifications
to gravity than the matter density field alone (Wyman & Khoury
2010; Jennings et al. 2012; Wyman et al. 2013; Li et al. 2013a),
4 Here h ≡ H0/100 kms−1Mpc−1
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and we expect the GIK to be a particularly acute test of MG theories
and their screening mechanisms.
A virtue of using galaxy dynamics in the outskirts of clus-
ters is that independent information on the average cluster mass
profiles can be robustly extracted from stacked weak lensing (WL)
experiments (Mandelbaum et al. 2006, 2009; Sheldon et al. 2009).
Since photons do not respond to the extra scalar field,5 lensing
mass estimates will be different from dynamical mass estimates
if gravity is modified from GR on relevant scales (Zhang et al.
2007; Reyes et al. 2010; Zhao et al. 2011b). However, implement-
ing this test requires measuring mass profiles on scales where
screening is inefficient, i.e., the cluster infall region rather than
within the virial radius. For any given cluster sample detected by
imaging, X-ray, or Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ) experiments, one can
either directly compare the average lensing mass and the GIK–
estimated dynamical mass or search for inconsistency between the
measured ξscg and the GIK–predicted ξscg using lensing mass esti-
mates and assuming ΛCDM+GR. Alternatively, a simplified test
can be performed when WL measurements are unavailable. Since
any volume–limited cluster sample is thresholded by some mass
observable (i.e., galaxy richness, X-ray luminosity, or SZ decre-
ment) that correlates with the true mass (with some scatter), we can
estimate the corresponding threshold in true mass using the abun-
dance matching (AM) technique. However, the uncertainties of AM
may be large when the scatter in the mass observable–true mass re-
lation is large or/and the completeness of the cluster sample is low.
For the sake of simplicity, in this paper we concentrate on the AM-
based approach, and focus on cluster samples selected to have the
same rank order in mass in the GR and MG simulations.
We present the results of GIK modelling of the Chameleon
and Galileon simulations separately in the paper, as the two simu-
lation sets were run with different initial conditions, cosmic expan-
sion histories, and box sizes and resolution. We first introduce the
Chameleon simulations in §2, including the specific f(R) model,
and halo statistics and kinematics. §3 presents the results of GIK
modelling and the measurements of ξscg for the Chameleon clus-
ters and compares that to GR. In §4, we presents a similar set of
results for the Galileon clusters. We summarize and discuss the fu-
ture prospects of our method in §5.
2 CHAMELEON SIMULATIONS
For the Chameleon modified gravity, we use a suite of large–
volume f(R) simulations (1h−3Gpc3 box and 10243 particles)
evolved with the N-body code ECOSMOG (Li et al. 2012a). The
same set of simulations has been used to study the non-linear matter
and velocity power spectra (Li et al. 2013a), redshift–space distor-
tions (Jennings et al. 2012), and halo and void properties (Li et al.
2012b) in f(R) gravity. The large volume of the simulations allows
us to derive robust statistics from a large number of massive clus-
ters (M > 1014h−1M⊙). We do not make distinctions between the
main halos and sub–halos, but include all the bound groups of par-
ticles identified by the spherical density halo finder AHF (Amiga’s
Halo Finder, Knollmann & Knebe 2009). The halo mass is defined
by M ≡ Mvir = ∆virρmVsphere(rvir), where ∆vir is the over-
density for virialized halos (∆vir ≃ 276 at z = 0.25 for typical
ΛCDM cosmology; Bryan & Norman 1998) and ρm is the mean
5 Though see Wyman 2011 for an interesting effect on lensing induced by
MG
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Figure 2. Positions and velocities (in cluster–centric frame) of halos around
a massive cluster in the GR and F4 simulations. The dimension of the slice
is 60h−1Mpc × 60 h−1Mpc with a thickness of 30 h−1Mpc, centered
on a cluster of Mh ∼ 3.2 × 1014 h−1M⊙. The length of each arrow
is vpec/H0, in units of h−1Mpc. The background grayscale shows the
density field of the GR simulation. Gray and red arrows show the velocities
of halos in the GR and F4 simulations, respectively, with larger circles and
thicker arrows for halos of M > 1014 h−1M⊙.
density of the universe. We will briefly describe the f(R) models
here and refer the readers to Li et al. (2012a) for more details on
the simulations.
The simulations adopt a specific f(R) gravity model intro-
duced by Hu & Sawicki (2007), with the functional form of f(R)
as
f(R) = −m2 c1(R/m
2)n
c2(R/m2)n + 1
, (1)
where the mass scale m2 ≡ H20Ωm, c1 and c2 are dimension-
less parameters, and n controls the sharpness of the transition of
f(R) from 0 in high–curvature limit (R→0) to −m2c1/c2 in
low–curvature limit (R→∞). The corresponding scalar field in
f(R) theory is df(R)
dR
, commonly denoted as fR (i.e., the scalaron).
Matching to the expansion history of flat ΛCDM universes (e.g.,
Ωm = 0.24 and ΩΛ = 0.76) requires a R0/m2 ∼ 41 and a field
value fR0 ≃ −nc1/c22/(41)n+1 < 0, where the subscript 0 repre-
sents the present day values. Therefore, the Hu & Sawicki model is
effectively described by two parameters: n and fR0. Models with
|fR0| . 0.1 are capable of evading solar system tests. For cosmo-
logical tests of Chameleon theories, models with |fR0| > 10−4
are ruled out by cluster abundance constraints from Schmidt et al.
(2009b), and models with |fR0| below 10−6 are nearly indistin-
guishable from ΛCDM universes. We shall study two cosmolog-
ically interesting f(R) models with n = 1 and fR0 = −10−5,
−10−4, which will hereafter be referred to as F5 and F4, respec-
tively. Jain et al. (2012) reported constraints of |fR0| < 10−7 from
other astrophysical tests, so these models may no longer be ob-
servationally viable, but they nonetheless provide useful illustra-
tions of MG effects and a natural comparison for the Vainshtein
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 3. Joint probability distributions of radial and tangential velocities from the best fit to the GR (top), F5 (middle), F4 (bottom) simulations using our
GIK model, in five different radial bins marked at the top of each panel (in units of h−1Mpc), for clusters of 1–2 × 1014 h−1M⊙ in each simulation. In
each panel, the vertical dashed line indicates the position of zero radial velocity while the solid line is the most probable radial velocity. The colour scales,
indicating probability density in the (vt, vr) space, are identical across all panels (colourbars are thus not shown here).
screening model discussed later. The expansion history of the two
f(R) simulations is matched to one flat ΛCDM simulation that
evolves from the same initial conditions under normal gravity with
Ωm = 0.24, ΩΛ = 0.76, h = 0.73, and σ8 = 0.77 (referred to
as the “GR” simulation). The evolution of structure is the same in
the three universes up to epochs around z = 49, which is the start-
ing time of the simulations, since the fifth force in f(R) gravity
is vastly suppressed until then. By studying the time evolution of
the matter and velocity divergence power spectra in f(R), Li et al.
(2013a) showed that different f(R) models are in different stages
of the same evolutionary path at any given time, and that varying
the model parameter fR0 mainly varies the epoch marking the on-
set of the fifth force. The exact epoch of onset in each model de-
pends on the scale of interest, i.e., at higher redshift for smaller
scales (see figure 8 in Li et al. 2013a). We choose to focus on the
z = 0.25 output of the simulations, mimicking the portion of the
Universe most observed by existing and near–term future redshift
surveys that contain large samples of clusters.
Figure 1 compares the halo mass functions from the GR, F5,
and F4 simulations. The bottom panel shows the fractional en-
hancement of the halo mass function in the f(R) simulations rel-
ative to the GR one. The shaded region (M < Mlim ≡ 6.4 ×
1012 h−1M⊙) indicates the mass range where the halo catalogs are
incomplete and the bumps in the shaded area of the bottom panel
are likely due to numerical effects. Although sub–halos were in-
cluded in the halo catalogs, at M > Mlim the halo mass functions
are mostly contributed by main halos. The two f(R)models predict
very similar halo abundances below 6×1013 h−1M⊙, enhanced by
10–30% over the GR abundances. For halos in this mass range, the
fifth force was activated early enough that the structure formation
has somehow converged in the two f(R) models. However, on the
high–mass end, the halo mass function in the F4 model shows even
stronger enhancement over GR, while in the F5 model the number
of halos becomes closer to the ΛCDM prediction with increasing
mass. The divergence of the halo mass functions predicted by the
two f(R) models beyond ∼ 1014h−1M⊙ indicates that the fifth
force only started affecting the formation of massive clusters re-
cently in the F5 model, producing smaller enhancement in the halo
abundance compared to F4. For some very massive clusters in the
F5 model (e.g., see figure 3 in Li et al. 2012b), the gravitational
potential has begun to dominate the background scalaron, activat-
ing the Chameleon mechanism to recover GR in the infall region,
while in the F4 model the Chameleon screening likely never acti-
vates anywhere in the universe. Figure 1 is in good agreement with
the study of Schmidt et al. (2009a), where a series of smaller but
higher resolution f(R) simulations are employed. Lombriser et al.
(2013) modeled the halo mass functions measured from the same
sets of f(R) simulations using environment– and mass–dependent
spherical collapse model in combination with excursion set theory.
With neither well–resolved sub–halos nor simulated galax-
ies in the simulations, the common prescription for construct-
ing mock galaxy catalogs is through Halo Occupation Distribu-
tions (HODs, Jing et al. 1998; Peacock & Smith 2000; Seljak 2000;
Scoccimarro et al. 2001; Berlind & Weinberg 2002; Zheng et al.
2005). However, the minimum required mass threshold for a com-
plete halo sample in the Chameleon simulations, Mlim, is overly
high for any meaningful HOD — galaxies similar to the Milky Way
and M31 would be absent. Therefore, we simply use particles and
halos as our proxies for galaxies in the paper, and the behavior of
HOD galaxies should be intermediate between that of the “parti-
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 4. Best–fitting characteristic infall velocity (top), radial velocity dispersion (middle), and tangential velocity dispersion (bottom) as functions of radius.
Left and right columns compare the results of F5 and F4 simulations to that of GR, respectively. The shaded region in each panel indicates the scales below the
maximum infall radius, where the GIK measurements are less robust. Halos in the f(R) simulations are selected as either having equal mass (EM) or equal
rank order (ER) to the halos of 1− 2× 1014 h−1M⊙ in the GR simulations. See text for details.
cle” galaxies and “halo” galaxies. Since we are focused on the rela-
tive behavior of MG and GR simulations, the impact of choices for
galaxy proxy on our conclusions should be small. We will usually
refer simply to “galaxies”, when it is clear from context whether
we are using particles or halos as our proxies.
Before going into the statistical properties of galaxy infall,
we hope to gain some intuitive understanding of the differences
in infall between MG and GR by looking at Figure 2. Taking
advantage of the same initial condition shared by the f(R) and
GR simulations, we locate at the frame center two primary clus-
ters (M ∼ 3.2 × 1014 h−1M⊙) at z = 0.25 that formed from
the same seed in the initial density fluctuation field in the F4 (red,
for which the fifth force is stronger) and GR (gray) simulations, re-
spectively, and plot all halos with mass above 6× 1012h−1M⊙ as
circles, with their relative velocities to the primary cluster indicated
by the arrows. The dark matter density field in the GR simulation
is illustrated by the grayscale background, highlighting the three
filamentary structures that funnel the infalling halos. The radius of
each circle is proportional to the halo mass, with the thick ones
representing halos more massive than 1014h−1M⊙. The length of
each arrow is vpec/H0, corresponding to the redshift–space dis-
placement (in units of h−1Mpc) that would be seen by a distant
observer aligned with the velocity vector. Figure 2 shows that the
GIK around individual clusters is highly anisotropic, and while the
difference in the spatial distribution between GR and F4 halos is
irregular and fairly mild, it is somewhat enhanced in redshift space.
To avoid clutter, we do not show halos from the F5 model, which
should display smaller differences from GR because of its smaller
impact from the fifth force. In the next section, we will show that
by stacking individual frames like Figure 2 for clusters of simi-
lar mass, the anisotropy goes away and the average infall kinemat-
ics can be well described by the GIK model proposed in ZW13,
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 5. Difference in GIK profiles between the f(R) and GR simulations, using clusters of equal rank–order (ER).
for both the f(R) and ΛCDM models. More importantly, the en-
hanced difference in the redshift space between MG and GR mod-
els can be captured by systematic differences in the parameters of
the GIK model, namely, the characteristic infall velocity vr,c, the
radial velocity dispersion σrad, and the tangential velocity disper-
sion σtan.
3 GALAXY INFALL KINEMATICS
The halo mass functions in Figure 1 suggest that the fifth force be-
came unscreened earlier in F4 than in F5, which gives it more time
to affect the velocity field in the former. As a result, at z = 0.25
clusters in both the F4 and F5 models should exhibit more en-
hanced galaxy infall compared to GR, but we expect the enhance-
ment to be more substantial in the F4 model. For the small number
of screened clusters in the F5 model, the infalling galaxies around
Chameleon clusters should feel similar instantaneous accelerations
as their counterparts around similar clusters in GR. However, the
peculiar velocities of galaxies were enhanced by the fifth force
when they were further away from the clusters. By the time they
reached to the screened region, the peculiar velocities were already
higher, so the infall stays stronger even though the underlying grav-
ity recovers to GR. Our goal here is to quantify this modification to
galaxy infall induced by f(R) gravities as function of fR0 within
the framework of GIK modelling.
To compare the average GIK among the three simulations,
we select dark matter halos with Mvir ∈ 1–2 × 1014 h−1M⊙
in the ΛCDM simulation as our fiducial GR cluster sample, and
those with the same mass range in the f(R) simulations as the
“equal–mass” (EM) cluster samples. As mentioned in the intro-
duction, we also select specific halo samples in the f(R) simu-
lations to have the same rank–order in mass as the fiducial GR
clusters, i.e., the “equal–rank” (ER) cluster samples. The ER clus-
ters generally have slightly larger masses than the EM ones, with
1.13–2.14 × 1014 h−1M⊙ and 1.27–2.52 × 1014 h−1M⊙ in F5
and F4 models, respectively. The ER sample thus resembles the set
of clusters that formed from the same initial density peaks as the
fiducial GR ones. In the limit of very rare, highly biased peaks,
the large–scale cluster bias bc, defined by the ratio between the
cluster–matter correlation function and the matter auto–correlation
ξcm/ξmm, is ∝ σ−18 , yielding ξcm ∝ σ8 on large scales. Opera-
tionally, the EM comparison would be most relevant to an observa-
tional study of clusters whose virial masses are calibrated by WL
(and thus accurate in both GR and MG). Alternatively, if one ranks
clusters by a mass proxy such as galaxy richness, X–ray luminos-
ity, or SZ signal, then selects clusters above a threshold (i.e., AM
method), the ER comparison is more relevant. Hereafter we simply
denote the fiducial GR sample as “GR” while comparing it to the
“EM” and “ER” samples in MG simulations.
3.1 Velocity Field Model
As mentioned in the introduction, the two–component GIK model
is an excellent analytic description of the joint 2D distribution of
radial and tangential velocities of galaxies in the cluster–centric
frame, P (vr, vt). Here we will present the results of GIK mod-
elling for the cluster samples defined above, and refer the readers
to ZW13 for details on the GIK parameterization and fitting proce-
dures.
Figure 3 shows the best–fitting P (vr, vt) for the GR (top),
F5–EM (middle), and F4–EM (bottom) cluster samples at five dif-
ferent radial bins, using dark matter particles as proxy for galaxies.
Negative vr indicates falling toward clusters. Following ZW13, we
define vt as the tangential velocity component that is projected in
the plane of LOS axis and galaxy position vector in the cluster–
centric frame (see the 3D diagram in the figure 2 of ZW13). Since
the average galaxy motion around the cluster center is isotropic,
the probability distribution of vt is symmetric about zero. Here-
after we refer to vt simply as the “tangential velocity”. Note that
the Hubble flow is subtracted when defining vr , but it will be incor-
porated when modelling ξscg . The GIK of the three cluster samples
in Figure 3 show some generic trends with radius: 1) The distri-
bution has two distinct components on very small scales (leftmost
column) but only shows a single infall component on large scales;
2) the infall component is symmetric about the mean vr near the
turn–around radius, where infall velocity is comparable to Hubble
flow (middle column); 3) the vr distribution of the infall compo-
nent is skewed toward positive velocities beyond the turn–around
radius (two right columns), but is negatively skewed below that ra-
dius (two left columns).
The impacts of modified gravity on P (vr, vt) are subtle but
nonetheless visually apparent in Figure 3 when comparing the three
models at the same radial bin (i.e., within the same column). The
solid vertical line in each panel indicates the most probable ra-
dial velocity, which shifts to more negative vr with increasing
|fR0| (i.e., from top to bottom) at each radius. Simultaneously, the
dispersions of the infall component in the radial and tangential di-
rections also increase as function of fR0 — the joint distributions in
the F4 model are more extended than in GR. This increased width
results in the decreased peak amplitude of the distributions (which
are normalized to unity by definition).
To quantify the differences in GIK among the three simula-
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Figure 6. Comparison of GIK profiles in the GR, F5, and F4 simulations, using halos as proxy for galaxies instead of dark matter particles as in Figures 4
and 5.
tions, we will focus on the impacts of modified gravity on three
of the GIK parameters (vr,c, σrad, and σtan). We ignore the other
GIK parameters defined by ZW13 (seven in total), including two
parameters describing the virialized component that are irrelevant
to this paper, and two others that describe the skewness and the kur-
tosis of the infall component, which we found to be insensitive to
modified gravity. Note that the characteristic radial velocity vr,c is
not the mean, median, or mode of the radial velocity distribution,
but is a characteristic velocity naturally associated with the defini-
tion of the skewed t-distribution used for describing the GIK infall
component (see ZW13, equation 6).
Figure 4 presents the best–fit GIK parameters as functions of
radius for the F5 (left) and the F4 (right) models, respectively. In
each panel we show the parameter profiles for all three types of
cluster samples (GR, EM, and ER). The shaded region in each panel
indicates the radial bins where GIK is dominated by the virialized
component and the fit to the infall component is less robust. For the
F5 model, the halo mass function is close to that of ΛCDM at high
masses, so the EM and ER samples have little difference in mass
and their GIK profiles look very similar. However, as expected from
Figure 3, the two F5 cluster samples in the f(R) simulation show
stronger infall (top left) and larger velocity dispersions (center and
bottom left) compared to the GR sample. For the F4 model, the
difference between the EM and ER samples is larger, especially
in the vr,c profiles (top right), where the difference between the ER
and GR profiles is almost double that between the EM and GR ones.
For both samples, the F4 results are more easily distinguished from
GR than the F5 results, as expected. Since we anticipate that ER
comparisons will be more observationally relevant in most cases,
we will focus henceforth on the GIK of ER cluster samples in the
MG simulations.
We highlight the differences in GIK profiles between ER and
GR clusters for both Chameleon models in Figure 5. The char-
acteristic infall velocity profiles exhibit significant effects from
the Chameleon gravity on scales below 15h−1Mpc, showing ∼
100 km/s and 200 km/s enhancement at 5h−1Mpc for the F5 and
F4 models, respectively. Beyond 15h−1Mpc the vr,c profiles con-
verge to the GR prediction. The dispersion profiles in f(R) models
deviate from GR on all distance scales, with the differences almost
constant and decreasing with radius for σrad and σtan, respectively.
The magnitude of the deviations we see here is very encouraging
— ∼ 100 km/s difference in both the vr,c and the dispersions is
already detectable within 2σ in ZW13, where a preliminary GIK
constraint is obtained using two samples of SDSS rich groups (with
group number∼ 2000 and∼ 600, respectively) and the SDSS DR7
main galaxy sample.
Using dark matter particles as proxy for galaxies effectively
assumes that galaxies have the same density profile and velocity
distribution as dark matter particles within halos. In reality, we ex-
pect central galaxies to have low peculiar velocities relative to the
halo center of mass, and the spatial distribution may be less concen-
trated than the matter (see, e.g., Budzynski et al. 2012). To bracket
the expectations for constraining GIK using realistic galaxy sam-
ples, we repeat the above experiment using halos instead of parti-
cles as proxy for galaxies. This mimics the scenario where a Lu-
minous Red Galaxy (LRG, Eisenstein et al. 2001) galaxy sample
is employed, implying approximately one galaxy per halo as one
extreme of the HOD (Zheng et al. 2009). Figure 6 summarizes the
result of this experiment. We denote the curves correspondingly
as “GR_h”, “F5_h”, and “F4_h” in the figure. The GIK profiles
are much noisier because of the rarity of halos, but the differences
among the three samples are similar to those seen in Figure 5, but
smaller in magnitude by about a factor of two. We infer that the
difference in GIK seen in Figure 5 using “particle” galaxies has
approximately equal contributions from two sources, Chameleon
modifications to the random motions within halos (i.e., “‘1-halo”)
and the impact of Chameleon gravity on the bulk inflow of ha-
los (i.e., “‘2-halo”). Quantitative predictions for a particular galaxy
sample will require simulations that resolve the host halos and thus
allow a full HOD model of the population, incorporating both 1-
halo and 2-halo effects with appropriate weight.
3.2 Cluster–galaxy Correlation Function
The redshift–space cluster–galaxy cross–correlation function, ξscg ,
is a comprehensive characterization of the statistical relation be-
tween clusters and galaxies, influenced by both the real–space
cross–correlation ξrcg and the peculiar velocities induced by the
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Figure 7. Left Panel: Comparison of real–space correlation functions in the GR, F5, and F4 simulations, using particles as proxy for galaxies. Right Panel:
Characteristic LOS distances derived from the redshift–space correlation functions in Fig. 8.
cluster gravitational potential. Mathematically, ξscg(rp, rπ), a func-
tion of projected cluster–galaxy separation rp and line-of-sight red-
shift separation rπ , can be derived by convolving the real–space
ξrcg(r) with the Hubble flow–corrected LOS velocity distribution,
which can be straightforwardly predicted from the GIK model (see
equation 11 in ZW13). ZW13 demonstrated that the GIK can be
extracted from the observed ξscg , by taking advantage of the non–
degenerate imprint of each GIK element on the 2D pattern of ξscg .
In this section we will examine the impact of Chameleon gravity
on the real and redshift–space cluster–galaxy correlation functions
in the f(R) simulations, using particles as proxy for galaxies.
For measuring ξrcg , we count the numbers of particles around
clusters in spherical shells of successive radii, ranging from
100 h−1kpc to 30 h−1Mpc with logarithmic intervals, then av-
erage over all clusters in each bin and normalize by the particle
numbers expected in a randomly located shell of equal volume. We
measure ξscg in a similar way, counting galaxies in cylindrical rings
of successive LOS distance rπ for each projected separation rp (as-
suming a distant–observer approximation so that the LOS is an axis
of the box). Uncertainties in both measurements are estimated by
Jackknife re–sampling the octants of each simulation box.
We start by showing the real–space cluster–galaxy correlation
function ξrcg for the GR, F4–ER, and F5–ER cluster samples in the
left panels of Figure 7. In the top left panel, all three correlation
functions exhibit a break at 2 − 3h−1Mpc, marking the transi-
tion from the NFW–like density distribution (Navarro et al. 1997)
within halos to a biased version of the matter auto–correlation func-
tion on large scales (Hayashi & White 2008; Zu et al. 2012). The
bottom left panel shows the ratio of ξrcg between the ER samples in
f(R) simulations and the GR sample. On scales below the break
radius, ξrcg of the ER clusters show enhancement of 10% and 20%
in the F5 and F4 models, respectively, because they are intrinsically
more massive than their counterparts in the ΛCDM simulation. On
scales larger than ∼ 5 h−1Mpc, the ER clusters have nearly the
same large–scale clustering as the GR sample. Since we are mea-
suring the cross–correlation with dark matter particles, these ξrcg
profiles also determine the cluster–galaxy WL profile (see, e.g., eq.
13 of Zu et al. 2012).
On intermediate scales, there is a bump at ∼ 2h−1Mpc in
the ratio between ξrcg of the F4–ER and the GR samples, but not
in the ratio curve for F5–ER. In the F4 model, the fifth force be-
came unscreened from quite early time, so that the velocity field
has been enhanced for a long time by z = 0.25. This means that
the peculiar velocities are enhanced by roughly the same factor κ
as the gravitational force, where κ is between unity and 4/3, and
the kinetic energy of particles in F4 is thus κ2 times that in GR;
meanwhile, the gravitational potential in F4 is ∼ κ times as deep
as in GR. The net result is that the MG effect on the particle ki-
netic energy dominates over its effect on the cluster potential, so
that as a compromise the particles tend to move toward the outer
parts of clusters. The situation is different in the F5 model, where
the fifth force became unscreened quite late. By z = 0.25, the fifth
force has become unscreened but only for a short period, so that
particle velocities have not been significantly affected by it. On the
other hand, due to the disappearance of the screening, the poten-
tial of the cluster suddenly became deeper. The result is a stronger
MG effect on the potential than on the kinetic energy of particles,
and particles tend to move toward the inner parts of clusters. These
features have been observed in the halo density profiles of f(R)
simulations before (e.g., Zhao et al. 2011a), and similar ones have
been found in coupled quintessence simulations. Using cluster WL
measurements, Lombriser et al. (2012) exploited this small–scale
enhancement of cluster density profiles in Chameleon gravity and
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Figure 8. Redshift–space correlation functions in the GR, F5, and F4 simulations.
obtained a constraint of |fR0| < 3.5 × 10−3 at 95% confidence
level.
Figure 8 presents the redshift–space cluster–galaxy correlation
functions for the three cluster samples, showing a stronger small–
scale Fingers-of-God (FOG, Jackson 1972) effect with increasing
|fR0|, but with similar LOS squashing effect on large scales (a.k.a.,
Kaiser effect, Kaiser 1987). However, the most easily visible fea-
tures of ξscg in Figure 8 are driven by the radial gradient of clus-
ter density profiles, which are fairly insensitive to the influence of
Chameleon modifications to gravity according to the left panel of
Figure 7. Modified gravity also changes the shape of ξscg at fixed
rp via its effects on the GIK, re–distributing matter/galaxies along
the rπ axis. To reveal this LOS distortion of ξscg by f(R), follow-
ing ZW13, we compute the characteristic LOS distance rπ,c(rp)
by fitting a powered exponential function to ξscg at each fixed rp,
ξscg(rp, rπ) ≃ ξscg(rp, rπ = 0) exp
{
−
∣∣∣∣ rπrπ,c
∣∣∣∣
β
}
, (2)
where rπ,c is the characteristic length scale at which ξscg drops to
1/e of its maximum value at rπ = 0. The shape parameter β yields
a Gaussian cutoff for β = 2 and simple exponential for β = 1,
though any value is allowed in the fit. The results of this fitting are
shown in the right panel of Figure 7. The rπ,c vs. rp curves exhibit
the characteristic U-shape discovered in ZW13 — FOG stretching
at small rp gives way to Kaiser compression at intermediate rp
which gives way to Hubble flow expansion at large rp. Clearly, the
ξscg distribution along the LOS is a sensitive probe of f(R) mod-
els at rp < 6h−1Mpc, becoming more extended with increasing
|fR0| (e.g., rπ,c = 7, 8, and 9h−1Mpc at rp = 2h−1Mpc for
GR, F5, and F4 models, respectively).
The detailed shape of ξscg(rp, rπ) reflects a complex interplay
among the four elements of the galaxy kinematics around clus-
ters, including the three GIK profiles of the infall component (vr,c,
σrad, and σtan) and the virial component (see figure 10 of ZW13
for an illustrative experiment). For the same reason, the increase
of rπ,c with fR0 has different origins at different projected dis-
tances. Below rp ∼ 1.5 h−1Mpc, the response of rπ,c to fR0 is
uniform with rp, caused by the uniform increase of dispersion in
virial motions. For rp ∼ 1.5− 3 h−1Mpc, the fR0 dependence of
rπ,c has two contributing sources, one being the increase of tan-
gential velocity dispersions, the other the increase of maximum
infall velocities, which transport high–speed matter/galaxies from
one side of the cluster in real space to the opposite side in red-
shift space (i.e., the portion of the FOG effect caused by infall). For
rp ∼ 3 − 6h−1Mpc, fR0 influences the rπ,c profile mainly via
the increase of tangential velocity dispersions. The radial velocity
dispersions only enter into play at large rp, where the diagnostic
power of ξscg is diminishing.
4 RESULTS FOR A GALILEON MODEL
Although Chameleon theories like the Hu & Sawicki f(R) model
include the phenomenology of ΛCDM without a true cosmologi-
cal constant, Wang et al. (2012) proved that the theories that invoke
a Chameleon–like scalar to explain cosmic acceleration essentially
rely on a form of dark energy rather than a genuine MG effect,6
even if they are initially described in terms of an altered gravita-
tional action. Conversely, the Galileon class of theories is capable
of accelerating the cosmic expansion even in the absence of any
form of dark energy (e.g., de Rham et al. 2011a; Gratia et al. 2012;
Appleby & Linder 2012; Barreira et al. 2012), i.e., they have so–
called “self–accelerating” solutions. Here we study the GIK for a
simplified version of such kind of Galileon theories, where an extra
Galileon–type scalar field that manifests the Vainshtein mechanism
permeates a universe with the ΛCDM background cosmology.
We employ a suite of Galileon simulations with 5123 par-
ticles on a 5123 grid of Lbox = 400h−1Mpc, evolved us-
ing the Particle Mesh code of Khoury & Wyman (2009), which
was updated by Wyman et al. (2013) (for other Galileon/DGP
simulations, see, e.g., Chan & Scoccimarro 2009; Schmidt 2009;
Li et al. 2013b; Barreira et al. 2013). The simulations were first
used by Wyman et al. (2013) for studying the statistics of matter
clustering in real and redshift spaces. We will briefly introduce the
Galileon implementation and parameterization here and refer the
readers to Wyman et al. (2013) for details.
6 For a “genuine” MG effect, the cosmic acceleration should stem entirely
from the conformal transformation from the Einstein frame to the Jordan
frame. See Wang et al. (2012) for details.
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Figure 9. Similar to Figure 6, but for the Galileon simulations and using particles as proxy for galaxies, around clusters of equal rank order (ER).
As described in the introduction, the Vainshtein mechanism
has only one parameter, rc, which is interpreted as the Compton
wavelength associated with the graviton mass in massive gravity
theories, so that the Vainshtein radius of a point mass with massM
is
rp∗ ≡ (rsr2c)
1
3 ≃ 2.1
(
M
1014M⊙
) 1
3
(
rc
103Mpc
) 2
3
Mpc. (3)
For extended objects of the same mass M , the Vainshtein radii are
generally several times larger than rp∗(M)— e.g., a NFW halo with
M = 1014M⊙ has r∗ ∼ 10Mpc, and galaxies generally have
r∗ ∼ 1Mpc. Therefore, whereas the cluster interior below the
virial radius belongs to the strongly Vainshtein–screened regime,
the cluster infall region is weakly screened, displaying complex in-
terference among Galileon fields sourced by the primary cluster and
the infalling galaxies and galaxy groups.
We make use of three simulations with the same expansion
history and initial condition, one of them a flat ΛCDM universe
evolved under normal gravity with Ωm = 0.24, ΩΛ = 0.76,
h = 0.73, and σ8 = 0.80, and the other two immersed in Galileon
scalar fields with rc = 1665 and 1089Mpc. In the figures we re-
fer to them simply as “GR” (i.e., rc = +∞), rc = 1665, and
rc = 1089, respectively, and a smaller rc implies an earlier onset
of the fifth force and an effectively stronger fifth force in the late
Universe (see, e.g., figure 5 of Wyman et al. 2013, for the change
of linear growth rate as function of rc). Note that the “GR” sim-
ulation is different from what we used for comparing to the f(R)
simulations, albeit with similar cosmology. Dark matter halos are
identified via a spherical overdensity finder with the halo mass de-
fined by M ≡ M200 = ∆200ρmVsphere(r200), different from the
Mvir used for the Chameleon simulations. Since ∆200 < ∆vir, a
halo would have a higherM200 thanMvir (e.g.,M200 ∼ 1.1×Mvir
for a 1014h−1M⊙ cluster at z = 0.25 in ΛCDM). The halo mass
functions, halo bias functions, and matter power spectra of the three
simulations can be found in Wyman et al. (2013). Targeting the
same redshift range as in §2, we use the z = 0.20 output of the
simulations (not z = 0.25 due to the different sets of recorded
epochs in the two suites of simulations).
Since the volume of the Galileon simulations is only 6.4%
of that of the Chameleon simulations, we have to select samples
with a wider mass bin size for robust GIK measurements. For
the fiducial cluster sample in the GR simulation we include clus-
ters with M200 ∈ 1–3 × 1014 h−1M⊙, and similar to §2 we
also select two ER cluster samples from respective Galileon sim-
ulations, with M200 ∈ 1.15–3.52 × 1014 h−1M⊙ and M200 ∈
1.23–3.87 × 1014 h−1M⊙ in the rc = 1665 and rc = 1089 mod-
els, respectively. Unlike §2, we do not show the results from the
EM cluster samples for the GR vs. Galileon comparisons, as the
relative difference between the EM and ER samples is similar to
what we see in the Chameleon simulations. Because of the smaller
volume, we can only afford to use dark matter particles as proxy
for galaxies. Note that the Galileon cluster sample here comprises
halos that are intrinsically smaller than the one used in §2, due to
different overdensity thresholds used in mass definitions.
Figure 9 compares the GIK profiles of the two ER samples in
the Galileon simulations to that of the fiducial GR cluster sample.
As intrinsically less massive systems, the fiducial GR clusters show
weaker infall velocities and velocity dispersions than the GR clus-
ters used in the Chameleon comparison at all distances (e.g., com-
paring the black curves in the top panels of Figure 9 to the black
curves in Figure 4). However, the relative difference between the
MG and GR samples overall looks very similar to what we see in
the Chameleon comparison (e.g., comparing the bottom panels of
Figure 9 to Figure 5). As expected, vr,c, σrad, and σtan all become
stronger with decreasing rc (i.e., stronger fifth force). Specifically,
vr,c shows ∼ 50 and 100 km/s enhancement at r = 5h−1Mpc
for the rc = 1665 and rc = 1089 models, respectively, which
are comparable to the fractional enhancements in the F5 and F4
Chameleon models, respectively.
The only major difference between Figure 9 and Figure 5
appears in the bottom middle panel: The deviation of σrad pro-
files from the GR prediction decreases as function of distance,
from 125/90 km/s at r = 30 h−1Mpc to 60/50 km/s at r =
5h−1Mpc, whereas in the Chameleon comparison the deviation of
σrad stays more or less constant with distance. This difference in
σrad may be reflecting the different ranges of fifth force in the two
models: the Galileon has infinite range, so the force is enhanced fur-
ther way from clusters, whereas the Chameleon force is Yukawa–
suppressed on large scales. However, the pattern of ξscg is insensi-
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tive to σrad at rp < 6h−1Mpc where the ξscg measurement is the
most robust, making it an unpromising tool for distinguishing the
two mechanisms. The GIK profiles of the EM cluster samples in
the Galileon simulations closely follow those of their correspond-
ing ER counterparts, albeit with slightly weaker amplitudes.
Figure 10 compares the real–space cluster–galaxy cross–
correlation function ξrcg (left) and the characteristic LOS distance
rπ,c (right) measured for the three cluster samples. The shaded re-
gion indicates the scales below the force softening length of the
simulations, where the correlation function and velocity disper-
sions are artificially suppressed. On small scales, the ratios between
ξrcg of the Galileon ER samples and fiducial GR sample (bottom
left) display similar features to these in Figure 7, including an en-
hancement interior to the virial radius because the ER clusters are
more massive, and a bump around 2h−1Mpc, though this is only
∼ 1.2 h−1Mpc away from the force resolution limit. To check
whether the bump is a numerical artefact, we repeated the same
measurements of ξrcg using a suite of higher resolution (but smaller
volume) Galileon simulations and verified that the bump is phys-
ical. Similar to the f(R) case in the F4 model, the fast transition
from Galileon force outside to normal gravity inside causes a sud-
den change of the depth of the potential well, but not the galaxy
velocity (or kinetic energy), which has been experiencing enhance-
ment well before infall. As the galaxies have excessive kinetic en-
ergy, they tend to move to the outer parts of halos, making the den-
sity profile lower in the central region of clusters and higher near
the edges.
On large scales, the ER samples in the Galileon simulations
exhibit stronger clustering than the GR clusters. This enhance-
ment in ξrcg can be understood by starting from the findings of
Wyman et al. (2013), which suggest that the halo mass function, the
halo bias function, and the matter power spectrum of the Galileon
simulations are like those ofΛCDM universes with higher σ8.7 For
example, at z = 0 the rc = 1665 and the rc = 1089 simulations
resemble the ΛCDM universes with σ8 = 0.88 and σ8 = 0.92,
respectively. Since the large–scale ξrcg of ER clusters is almost lin-
early proportional to the effective σ8, we observe ∼ 10% and 15%
enhancement in ξrcg at ∼ 10h−1Mpc for clusters in the rc = 1665
and rc = 1089 models, respectively.
For the redshift–space cluster–galaxy cross–correlation func-
tion, because the impact of the Galileon field on GIK is similar to
that in the Chameleon models, the rπ,c curves in Galileon simula-
tions also exhibit similar deviations from the GR curves, as shown
in the right panel of Figure 10. The lack of upturn of rπ,c at small
rp is a consequence of force resolution suppressing velocity dis-
persions; we expect that simulations with higher force resolution
would show the characteristic U-shape for all three models. The
overall lower amplitude of rπ,c compared to Figure 7 is again the
result of selecting intrinsically less massive halos. When we select
the Galileon clusters to have equal–mass to the GR clusters, the en-
hancement in large–scale clustering (left panel) disappears because
the large–scale bias is steep function of mass, but the differences in
GIK and rπ,c remain.
7 Though they can be distinguished from ΛCDM by examining the Kaiser
effect, where changing σ8 cannot mimic the large scale boost in the
redshift–space clustering due to MG. See Wyman et al. (2013) for details.
5 CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the impact of modified gravity on the galaxy
infall motion around massive clusters by applying the GIK model
developed in ZW13 to two suites of f(R) and Galileon N-body
simulations. Both MG theories seek to explain cosmic acceleration
by modifying GR on cosmological scales, but they recover GR in
dense regions via two distinct “screening” effects: the potential–
driven Chameleon mechanism in f(R) and the density–driven
Vainshtein mechanism in Galileon. However, within the range of
parameter space probed by our simulations (i.e., 10−5 6 |fR0| 6
10−4 for f(R) and 1089Mpc 6 rc 6 1665Mpc for Galileon),
despite having quite different cosmic growth histories, the two
theories exhibit strikingly similar GIK deviations from GR, with
∼ 100–200 km/s enhancement in the characteristic infall veloc-
ity at r = 5 h−1Mpc, and ∼ 50–100 km/s broadening in the
radial and tangential velocity dispersions across the infall region,
for clusters with mass ∼ 1014 h−1M⊙ at z = 0.25. These devi-
ations are detectable through GIK modelling of the redshift–space
cluster–galaxy correlation function ξscg , especially when combined
with cluster WL measurements. We highlight the imprint of MG on
ξscg using the characteristic U-shaped curve of rπ,c, which increases
by∼ 1–2h−1Mpc at rp < 6h−1Mpc from the GR prediction. We
find little difference between the GIK profiles predicted by the two
screening mechanisms, except for slightly different trends of the
radial velocity dispersion with distance.
It is unclear whether the similar signature of these two distinct
modified gravity theories on GIK is a coincidence, or a generic re-
sult for any typical scalar–tensor theory that recovers the observed
ΛCDM–like expansion history and reduces to normal gravity in
the solar system and binary pulsars. In either case, our findings im-
ply that, in combination with WL, galaxy infall kinematics offer
a powerful non–parametric cosmological test of modified gravity.
Ongoing galaxy redshift surveys will provide large samples of clus-
ters with good statistics for measuring ξscg and inferring GIK out to
large scales. The main systematic uncertainty arises from the im-
perfect understanding of the impact of galaxy formation physics on
GIK. Within the context of GIK modelling and calibration, the in-
fall behavior of realistic galaxies could differ from that of tracers in
cosmological simulations (e.g., halos/sub–halos in N-body simula-
tions, post–processed galaxies in semi–analytical galaxy formation
models, and simulated galaxies in hydrodynamic simulations, etc;
See Wu et al. 2013). However, we expect minimal impact on the
characteristic infall velocity, which is our main tool of estimating
the dynamical mass profiles of clusters, as any physical process that
modifies galaxy kinematics within halos likely only adds scatter to
the velocity dispersions rather than changing the mean.
Within the context of testing gravity, the effects of galaxy
formation physics could be partly degenerate with those of
modified gravity. The observed properties of galaxies, includ-
ing luminosity, morphology, colour, star formation, and clus-
tering, are known to correlate with the environment (see, e.g.,
Guo et al. 2013; Zehavi et al. 2011; Zu et al. 2008; Park et al.
2007; Kauffmann et al. 2004; Balogh et al. 2004; Hogg et al. 2003;
Goto et al. 2003), and MG theories also rely on the environment
to mediate the strength of the fifth force. For example, a sample
of preferentially blue, star–forming galaxies may show enhanced
infall velocities compared to a galaxy sample that is unbiased in
colour in ΛCDM universes, and the enhancement could be mis-
taken as signal of modified gravity were the selection bias not prop-
erly accounted for. We will investigate the potential systematic un-
certainties induced by galaxy formation physics in a future paper,
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Figure 10. Similar to Figure 7, but for the Galileon simulations. The shaded region indicates the distance scale below the force resolution in the simulations.
using mock galaxy samples constructed from different HOD and
semi-analytical model prescriptions. Redshift surveys that probe a
range of galaxy types are especially valuable for those cosmolog-
ical tests because one can check that different classes of galaxies
lead to the same cosmological conclusions even though the galaxy
samples themselves have different clustering and kinematics.
Our GIK modelling of ξscg is complementary to other semi–
analytical approaches based on the halo model (Lam et al. 2013,
2012), both seeking to model the velocity distribution around mas-
sive clusters for testing gravity (also see Tinker et al. 2006; Tinker
2007, for an alternative method of modelling galaxy redshift–space
distortion based on HOD). The semi–analytical velocity model
adopted in Lam et al. (2013) has three components: the empiri-
cal infall velocity from the spherical collapse model, the halo-
halo pairwise velocity distribution, and the intra-halo velocities (as-
sumed Maxwellian with constant scatter). While the model itself is
highly informative, the accuracy is slightly lacking compared to
simulation predictions. We instead use the simulations as emula-
tors for GIK, trading more computer time for better accuracy in the
prediction of our model. In terms of observational applications, our
method differs from Lam et al. (2013) in two significant aspects.
First, they use the stacked redshift differences as the observable,
but the model predicts the LOS velocity dispersion, so they are af-
fected by the systematics in the subtraction of Hubble flow in the
2-halo term; in our method Hubble flow is naturally incorporated
in the calculation of ξscg. Second, they consider the velocity distri-
butions up to the second moment, while we are able to model the
entire P (vr, vt) including all higher moments.
Established as one of the most powerful probes of dark en-
ergy, stacked WL analysis of clusters requires deep imaging sur-
veys that can simultaneously yield lensed background galaxies and
foreground cluster sample. Forecasts for Stage III and Stage IV
dark energy experiments predict cluster WL constraints that are
competitive with supernovae, baryon acoustic oscillations, and cos-
mic shear (see Weinberg et al. 2013, sections 6 and 8.4). To com-
plement WL as a cosmological test of gravity, GIK modelling of
galaxy clusters requires overlap with a large galaxy redshift sur-
vey, such as the ongoing Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Sur-
vey (BOSS, Dawson, Schlegel, et al. 2013), its higher redshift suc-
cessor eBOSS (see Comparat et al. 2013), and the deeper sur-
veys planned for future facilities such as BigBOSS (Schlegel et al.
2009), DESpec (Abdalla et al. 2012), the Subaru Prime Focus
Spectrograph (Ellis et al. 2012), Euclid (Laureijs et al. 2011), and
WFIRST (Green et al. 2012; Spergel et al. 2013). We expect that,
in combination with the stacked cluster WL analysis, the redshift–
space cluster–galaxy cross–correlations can reveal an accurate and
complete picture of the average galaxy infall around clusters, al-
lowing stringent tests of modified gravity theories for the origin of
the accelerating expansion of the Universe.
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